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QUESTION 1
Scenario: An equipment manufacturing company has engaged your team to assess its
Presentation Server environment. All applications are loaded on all servers, and
Certkiller .com wants to implement Zone Preference and Failover to ensure redundancy. If
you feel this is feasible, they will implement three Zone Preference and Failover rules,
each listing the site with the highest bandwidth as the primary failover and the other site
as the backup failover.
Examine the exhibits to view Certkiller .com's current environment.
The accessed text-based application uses an average of 5 Kbps. Can all of the users from
any or all single location successfully failover to another location if both Presentation
Servers in the users home zone failed?
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A. No, only Miami and Mexico City can support the proposed failover configuration.
B. Yes, all locations can successfully support the proposed failover configuration.
C. No, none of the locations can successfully support the proposed failover configuration.
D. No, only Miami can support the proposed failover configuration.
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
Scenario: Certkiller .com asked you to assess their access strategy, with focus on their
remote access solution. All issues reported relating to remote access have been traced
back to network connections or user permissions.
Examine the exhibit to view the current configuration of this environment.
Based on the exhibit, what is your assessment of their implementation?

A. The current configuration is adequate.
B. Additional Web Interface redundancy should be deployed
C. Additional Secure Gateway redundancy should be deployed
D. Web Interface should be moved to the internal network.
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
Scenario: In an environment in which you are assessing the Citrix Access Suite
implementation, all the Citrix servers are assigned static IP addresses, and on more than
one occasion, administrators have accidentally re-assigned an IP address, causing
duplicate IP assignments. What should you recommend to avoid this problem in the
future?
A. A centralized repository should be created to track IP addresses. Alternatively, DHCP
reserved addresses could be used.
B. Dynamic DHCP addresses should be used to ensure that servers always have a valid
IP address.
C. Administrators should first release the IP address to be used before re-assigning it.
D. Administrators should ping the new IP address before assigning it to a server.
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Answer: A
QUESTION 4
Scenario: A mobile phone company Certkiller .com has Citrix Presentation Server 4.0
implemented in its environment. The CIO has mandated that no single points of failure
exist within the environment.
Certkiller .com has hired you to assess their Citrix environment. Which two statements
explain why the installation of another license server, which will not be clustered, is not
necessary? (Choose two.)
A. The addition of another license server will increase IT workload.
B. The addition of another license server will provide for load balancing. Presentation
Servers will have the option to connect to the least busy license server or the license
server closest to them.
C. The addition of another license server will reduce current network bandwidth.
D. The addition of another license server does not address the requirement because two
license servers cannot share the same license file.
E. The addition of another license server will not help Certkiller .com because
Presentation Server users will still be able to connect for up to 30 days after connection is
lost to the license server.
Answer: D,E
QUESTION 5
Scenario: An airline company has been using Citrix products for approximately six years.
Recently, Certkiller .com upgraded their environment from Citrix Access Suite 3.0 to
Citrix Access Suite 4.0.
The IT staff is not certified on Access Gateway Advanced Edition. They recently
implemented Access Gateway Advanced Edition in Access Gateway stand-alone mode.
The CIO has been mounting pressure on the IT Team to implement a lot of new security
measure offered by their competitors in the aviation industry.
The CIO wants two-factor authentication implemented, which requires users to login
using their Active Directory accounts; he has also asked for some other form of advanced
authentication tools. The single point of entry to the Citrix environment must be through
Access Gateway Advanced Edition. Browser only access, file type association and
download should be allowed to users based on their access scenario. The IT staff also
wants to implement more services that will enhance productivity for both IT member and
other employees.
Based on the current setup of this environment, what would you recommend a better
implementation to the CIO of this airline?
A. Implement Access Gateway Advanced Edition in VPN mode by integrating the
Access Gateway appliance with Advanced Access Control servers.
B. Implement Active Directory policies for users connecting through the Access Gateway
appliance
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